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How to fix the drivers for gamepad turbo 3? I tried updating it and all is fine, however, when
installing new game (random game) its telling me that the game controller not found→→, how to fix
this? Hello, I have a acer aspire 13 x running on w10. I installed asus gamepad turbo 3 on it and got
a message stating that i needed to update the driver and it would bring on to the latest, but when i
go to update driver i just get a message saying the game pad is not supported. I need to know how
to update the driver before i can get it working, any help would be appreciated. I have a Problem
with my GamePad Turbo 3 driver it wont work either in Windows 7 /8 or even in Windows 10, the

error is not the same however whenever i start the gamepad Turbo 3 driver then It says the
gamepad is not supported, the version i have downloaded is the same with the version of the driver
shipped with Win10 How can I use the Asus Gamepad Turbo 3 with my intel 4500MHD graphic card
without using the PC's internal speaker? I've looked and looked but can't find a solution for this. On

Windows 8.1 it worked without a hitch, but on Windows 10 this one doesn't seem to work. I have the
HP EliteBook 8540w. I had the same issue. I've tried to use the gamepad with the stand-alone Polaris
game, but it's very frustrating because both MAB and AxyPatrol seem to ignore the gamepad in that

game and even when I press that gamepad buttons, nothing happen. That's why I don't use that
gamepad. I hope the problem that you meet won't occur in my case. I have the same issue but

solved it by uninstalling Xpad and accepting terms in Win 10. When I tried to accept terms in xpad, a
key error was shown. Then I tried to uninstall xpad and accept terms. Then I installed the gamepad

turbo 3 and it works fine.
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